University of New Hampshire
Youth Symphony Orchestra

Fall 2020 Schedule Summary
(as of 9/15/20)

WEEKLY SCHEDULE (projected)

September 20 – Musical Preparation (large-group session and sectional)
   Concert Orchestra = 6:00-7:30 pm
   Symphony Orchestra = 7:30-9:00 pm

September 27 – Special Guest – Andy Reiner: “Fun and Fearless Improvisation”
   (Meeting times may vary for each special guest, but will be between 6-9 pm)

October 4 – Musical Preparation (as above)

October 11 – Special Guest: Linda & Chris Fiore: “Practicing Tips & Eternal Truths”

October 18 – Musical Preparation

October 25 – Special Guest: Linda Tutas-Haugen: “Composition & Meet the Composer”

November 1 – Musical Preparation

November 8 – Special Guest – Liesl Schonberger-Doty: “Fiddling and Folk Music”

November 15 – Musical Preparation

November 22 – Special Guest – Jacques Wood “Recording, Looping, and Technology”

November 29 – Musical Preparation (if needed)

There will be no public performance for Fall 2020. However, it is our goal to release at least one piece (or more!) of a “recorded performance” as soon as it can be edited.

Schedule and plans for Spring 2021 are currently unavailable.